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- A multi-step 
paint process using 
certif ied Sherwin 
Williams paint and 
processes helps ensure 
your scale investment 
will require little 
maintenance down the 
road.

This innovative design 
feature isolates and guards 
your scale investment 
against power surges and 
dangerous electrical 
strikes.

provide the best 
protection in the industry 
against moisture damage.   This 
same material has been tested 
and used in mission critical 
aerospace  applications.

Open bottom design allows for air circulation and easy module allows for air circulation and easy module 
inspection.  Massiveinspection.  Massive 10" and 12" structural support beams boast the lowest structural support beams boast the lowest 
deflection in the industry while standing up to the rigors of fast weighing cycles.deflection in the industry while standing up to the rigors of fast weighing cycles.

Competitors' sealed rib panels sealed rib panels 
can form fatigue cracks in the welds, can form fatigue cracks in the welds, 
allowing condensation and rust on allowing condensation and rust on 
the unpainted inside of the supports.the unpainted inside of the supports.

available.  Extra width 
allows for larger trucks 
and equipment, at the 
same time allowing for 
easier navigation on the 
scale.

Solid Deck Design - By placing the load cells in easily serviceable areas - By placing the load cells in easily serviceable areas 
beneath the scale instead of inside, Fairbanks has eliminated cover plates.  This beneath the scale instead of inside, Fairbanks has eliminated cover plates.  This 
design ensures a serviceable scale that is more structurally sound and resists design ensures a serviceable scale that is more structurally sound and resists 
deflection and metal fatigue.deflection and metal fatigue.
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Competitors
optically isolates  load cells, 
providing the best surge 
and lightning protection 
available.

Experience a scale like no other.  The all new Fairbanks Talon Steel Deck boasts the most long lasting 

construction of any truck scale in the industry.  Built on a proven orthotropic design, the Talon has many 

design improvements that stand out over the competition.  With tens of thousands of Fairbanks truck scales 

sold to date, the Talon is sure to be a great addition to your weighing system.

prevent moisture from 
entering the cell even in the most trying conditions, providing for great 
durability.  Nitrogen filled canister inhibits condensation and corrosion.

of load cells helps retard corrosion in the 
most caustic environments.

are extremely accurate, even 
through the day-to-day shocks of traffic.  Design makes for easy installation and 
replacement in the unlikely chance a load cell should go bad.

provide excellent durability, 
   resisting fraying and rodent damage.

provides an absolute hermetic 
    seal around electrical connections.
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Paint - A multi-step - A multi-step 
paint process using paint process using 
certif ied Sherwin certi f ied Sherwin 
Williams paint and Williams paint and 
processes helps ensure processes helps ensure 
your scale investment your scale investment 
will require little will require little 
maintenance down the maintenance down the 
road.road.

This innovative design This innovative design 
feature isolates and guards feature isolates and guards 
your scale investment your scale investment 
against power surges and against power surges and 
dangerous electrical dangerous electrical 
strikes.strikes.

Encapsulated circuit 
boards provide the best provide the best 
protection in the industry protection in the industry 
against moisture damage.   This against moisture damage.   This 
same material has been tested same material has been tested 
and used in mission critical and used in mission critical 
aerospace  applications.aerospace  applications.

allows for air circulation and easy module 
inspection.  Massive structural support beams boast the lowest 
deflection in the industry while standing up to the rigors of fast weighing cycles.

sealed rib panels 
can form fatigue cracks in the welds, 
allowing condensation and rust on 
the unpainted inside of the supports.

14' wide decks 
available.  Extra width available.  Extra width 
allows for larger trucks allows for larger trucks 
and equipment, at the and equipment, at the 
same time allowing for same time allowing for 
easier navigation on the easier navigation on the 
scale.scale.

- By placing the load cells in easily serviceable areas 
beneath the scale instead of inside, Fairbanks has eliminated cover plates.  This 
design ensures a serviceable scale that is more structurally sound and resists 
deflection and metal fatigue.
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Sectional controllers 
optically isolates  load cells, optically isolates  load cells, 
providing the best surge providing the best surge 
and lightning protection and lightning protection 
available.available.

Intalogix Technology

Solid Deck Design

Open Bottom Design

Encapsulated Circuit Boards

Incredibly strong modules, built to federal bridge standards

"True" hermetically sealed load cells

Armored stainless steel load cell cabling

Easy Installation

prevent moisture from 
entering the cell even in the most trying conditions, providing for great 
durability.  Nitrogen filled canister inhibits condensation and corrosion.

of load cells helps retard corrosion in the 
most caustic environments.

are extremely accurate, even 
through the day-to-day shocks of traffic.  Design makes for easy installation and 
replacement in the unlikely chance a load cell should go bad.

provide excellent durability, 
   resisting fraying and rodent damage.

provides an absolute hermetic 
    seal around electrical connections.



- A multi-step 
paint process using 
certif ied Sherwin 
Williams paint and 
processes helps ensure 
your scale investment 
will require little 
maintenance down the 
road.

This innovative design 
feature isolates and guards 
your scale investment 
against power surges and 
dangerous electrical 
strikes.

provide the best 
protection in the industry 
against moisture damage.   This 
same material has been tested 
and used in mission critical 
aerospace  applications.

allows for air circulation and easy module 
inspection.  Massive structural support beams boast the lowest 
deflection in the industry while standing up to the rigors of fast weighing cycles.

sealed rib panels 
can form fatigue cracks in the welds, 
allowing condensation and rust on 
the unpainted inside of the supports.

available.  Extra width 
allows for larger trucks 
and equipment, at the 
same time allowing for 
easier navigation on the 
scale.

- By placing the load cells in easily serviceable areas 
beneath the scale instead of inside, Fairbanks has eliminated cover plates.  This 
design ensures a serviceable scale that is more structurally sound and resists 
deflection and metal fatigue.
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optically isolates  load cells, 
providing the best surge 
and lightning protection 
available.

True hermetically sealed load cells prevent moisture from prevent moisture from 
entering the cell even in the most trying conditions, providing for great entering the cell even in the most trying conditions, providing for great 
durability.  Nitrogen filled canister inhibits condensation and corrosion.durability.  Nitrogen filled canister inhibits condensation and corrosion.

Electrochemical Polishing of load cells helps retard corrosion in the of load cells helps retard corrosion in the 
most caustic environments.most caustic environments.

Rocker column type load cells are extremely accurate, even are extremely accurate, even 
through the day-to-day shocks of traffic.  Design makes for easy installation and through the day-to-day shocks of traffic.  Design makes for easy installation and 
replacement in the unlikely chance a load cell should go bad.replacement in the unlikely chance a load cell should go bad.
1 Armored stainless steel cables provide excellent durability, provide excellent durability, 
      resisting fraying and rodent damage.resisting fraying and rodent damage.
2 Glass to metal connection points provides an absolute hermetic provides an absolute hermetic 
        seal around electrical connections.seal around electrical connections.
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HV HVX STEEL DECK
a v a i l a b l e  o p t i o n s
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Drop Plates - Protects scale deck from trailer supports when trailer is weighed 
alone on scale.

Blow Down Plates - Stainless Steel plates that protect the scale's 
deck from harmful chemical or cryogenic spillage.

Deck Runners - These extra 1/4" thick steel plates  help 
protect the decks structure against abrasive material.

Rub-Rail Cut Out - Prevent tripping hazards by providing 
access through the rub rail for a driver to enter and exit.

Dump Through - Open area in center of scale designed for tractor trailers to 
dump product through into auger.

Modify scale to fit existing foundation - Modify scale's length, width, 
height, and overall span of each module to accommodate existing foundations.

Special Paint - Any specs can be matched for special corrosive environment 
applications.

Intrinsically Safe Controllers - For explosive environments, the Talon can be 
outfitted with Intrinsically Safe sectional controllers.
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1 Remote Terminal - With touch-screen, lighted 
keypad and optional card reader and printer.  Terminal 
uses FB3000 technology, enabling full network and 
wireless capabilities.

2 Standard Traffic light - Omnidirectional light 
also available.

6 Ticket Printers - Many to choose from.  From 
thermal label printers to dot-matrix print for carbon copy 
forms. 

7 Load Cell Riser Plate - Elevates entire scale, 
increasing clearance for  overall serviceability.  Riser 
plates eliminate the time and cost involved in installing 
elevated piers.

5 Broad Selection of Indicators - from basic 
models and configurations to full database integration.  
See Fairbanks' most versatile indicator created at 
www.FB3000.com

3 Rub Rails - Special height along with tube 
construction eliminates damage to expensive lug nuts 
and wheels.  no attachment required, saving time and 
money in setup. 

4 Remote Weight Display - Available in numeric 
sizes of 1.5” and 5.5”.
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Length
10
15
20
23
30
40
47
60
70
80
90

100

Capacity
60 ton
60 ton
60 ton
60 ton
90 ton
90 ton
90 ton

120 ton
120 ton
150 ton
150 ton
150 ton

Modules
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5

Load Cells
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
10
10
12

HV CLC
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs
90,000 lbs

HVX CLC
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs
95,000 lbs

Scale Specifications

Module Information

Approvals

Load Cell Information

Sectional Controller

Design: Orthotropic

Construction: Structural Steel

Underside Structure: Open Bottom

Deck: Solid Deck Design, Diamond tread 

steel, 1/4" for HV and 3/8" for HVX.  Nine steel 

I-beam supports, (7) 12" and (2) 10".

Widths: 10', 11', 12'

Lengths: 10' to 100'

Deflection: 1/1100 for HV 1/1300 for HVX

Design: Rocker Column

Type: Stainless Steel, Hermetically Sealed

Cabling: Armored stainless steel

Capacity: 66,000 lbs for HV

                  100,000 lbs for HVX

Overload: 300% 

Type: Encapsulated in 1/2" epoxy

Enclosure: Welded stainless steel 

box with rubber grommet and 

weather-proof cable entry points.
APPROVED

FM

COC #: 96-089 A3


